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Chapter One:  
Examining Power and Inequality through Informality in Urban Africa

Laura Stark & Annika Teppo

As increasing numbers of Africans live in cities, their strategies for living and surviving challenge prevailing theories and models of urban development. Scholars of poverty and development have given more attention to rural areas than to urban ones, yet urban lifeways need more study because people’s material lives in the city differ significantly from those in rural areas. Urban residents are exposed to more ethnic, religious, and socio-economic diversity than are rural residents (Jha et. al. 2005). Urban areas are also highly monetized, and the lives of especially the poorest residents are determined almost entirely by market forces. Money thus becomes the focus of city dwellers’ attention: the means by which relationships are negotiated, the measure of success, and a necessary condition for well-being. This volume defines ‘urban’ as residential aggregations in which the majority of residents work in non-agricultural activities, which generally means they are also settled more densely. Not all urban spaces are large cities, they can be small shantytowns appearing in otherwise rural areas. What is important in our definition of ‘urban’ is not its size or infrastructure but the resource base (predominantly non-agricultural) and dynamics of human interaction based on the range of interlocking occupations and levels of activity.

In the context of today’s geopolitical environment, societies and economies in Sub-Saharan Africa continue to be positioned peripherally in international affairs and have apparently little bargaining power. Regardless of the measures used, the continent has by far the fewest number of cities that could be called ‘global cities’ or ‘world cities’ (Beaverstock, Taylor and Smith 2002; van der Merwe 2004). Economic restructuring, beginning with the Structural Adjustment Programs1 in the 1980s, has weakened the economic role of cities. It has continued as foreign-based resource extraction industries contribute to the ‘hollowing out’ of
many African states – institutions that resemble states in structure and form, but that have turned away from the work of governance. Instead, these neoliberal states engage in profit-seeking ventures, reinforcing the hegemonic ambitions of more powerful groups (Ferguson 2006; Bayart 2009). In the meantime, the informal economy has grown so pervasive that it now constitutes most of the economy in the global South (Hart 2006; Meagher 2010; Schoofs 2015).

With urbanization outpacing formal planning and regulation, it is increasingly acknowledged that informality defines both economic frameworks and norms for interaction among the majority of urban residents. Or, as Iida Lindell and Mats Utas (2012: 409) explain, ‘what appears to outsiders as chaotic informal activity is usually structured by webs of relationships that lend life in highly uncertain settings a degree of predictability’. Informality runs through all aspects of African urban life: housing, markets, income-earning, relationships to technology, infrastructure, and governance. Since the state has the prerogative to define what is ‘formal’ through institutional rules, laws, and protection, we define informality as those activities that fall outside government regulation, control, support, and taxation.

It is important to note that informality is produced by the exclusivity of the formal sector. The notion of a formal sector, and indeed the process of division into more and less privileged sectors, functions to delimit boundaries and preserve power and privilege within elite circles. In return for access to basic services and comforts, the formal sector requires connections and/or education that are costly for the poor (Portes & Haller 2005:404; Hart 2006; Feige 1990:990; Andreas 2004:642, in Schoofs). This means that a globally Northern vantage point in which informality appears ‘deficient’, or African cities as dystopic, is a problematic approach to analysis (Robinson 2010). With the informal economy as the real economy in Sub-Saharan Africa, the role or function of the smaller ‘formal’ economy is no longer self-evident as the normative or the ideal but raises genuine questions about governance, privilege and exclusion.

Governments in sub-Saharan Africa seek to limit the informal sector’s growth despite the fact that it offers livelihoods for those struggling with unemployment and poverty. Informality is routinely presented by governments as a state of exception in public discourse (regardless of its infinite duration) in order to delegitimize and stigmatize certain actors, systems and spaces. This continues even while state employees, elites and public figures benefit from the existence of informality or actively ignore it (Schoofs 2015: 7; Banks et. al. 2020). Approaching the question of the state’s relationship to the informal sector thus requires bypassing reified accounts of the state as a ‘thing’ or actor and asking who and what the state actually is. To understand the motives behind state-sanctioned practices that enable and
promote the informal economy, who the ‘state’ consists of must be defined in terms of beneficiaries and the real sources of their revenue (Schoofs 2015). The political and economic interests of the powerful can be enhanced through rent-seeking, bribery, and patronage in spaces where formal rules and regulations are not enforced, or enforced arbitrarily (Banks et. al. 2020). Brokers and intermediaries with formal power in global value chains benefit by circumventing labour regulations and utilizing labour in ways that drain value from families and communities (Meagher et. al. 2016: 475; Barrientos, Gereffi, & Rossi, 2011; Lerche, 2011; Meagher & Lindell 2013). These vested interests may be an important reason why the state is unable or unwilling to extend its regulatory regimes to all parts of the informal economy, and instead engages in ‘supportive neglect’ (Banks et. al. 2020: 231).

Non-verbalized (or at least non-codified) protections, negotiations, legitimacies and penalties often differ from those written or publicly proclaimed by authorities (e.g. Bromley 2000). For this reason, the official stances taken in legal and policy documents may not reveal much about how actors in the city actually operate or how urban residents experience life. Multiple co-existing and interlocking levels of responses are needed by actors to meet demands from both ‘above’ and ‘below’: from international organizations, global capital, middle-class citizens, informal laborers and the jobless poor. Thus much of the ‘real’ socio-economic and political organization in the city occurs through power wielded invisibly and through informal strategies employed by urban residents, unwritten decisions and negotiations made by local leaders; and predatory practices such as bribes, extortion, fraud, or theft.

Our volume focuses on practices as mediating mechanisms in the ‘organizing logic’ of urban informality (Roy 2005: 148). Informality comprises systems of its own with actors strategizing for power, benefit, and accumulation. We approach urban informality on the African continent by seeing poverty and inequality as reproduced through particular economic structuring practices rather than as failures of markets or governance, or as a lack of ‘development’ to be corrected through education or micro-finance (Meagher 2005; Hickey & Du Toit 2007; Mosse 2007; Sanyal 2007). Our interdisciplinary collection of empirically grounded chapters focuses on the causes and consequences of power inequalities in urban transformation in the cities of Sub-Saharan Africa. It asks the question: How do socially negotiated power relations produce informal and semi-formal dynamics of inequality? The book’s authors approach these questions from the fields of urban planning, architecture, geography, ethnology, and anthropology. They use in-depth ethnographic research from Angola, Burkina Faso, Ethiopia, Ghana, Mali, Tanzania, and Uganda – ‘research that
accentuates the voices and practices of urban residents’ (Bjarnesen et al. 2018: 2). In addition, this volume draws extensively on African authors’ own research and perspectives.

Studying the grassroots level of cities in Africa can help us understand how excluded and marginalized residents use informal, experimental tactics to create and recreate ‘a new urban sociality, even under dire conditions’ (Simone 2008:81). These tactics include negotiations with local officials in the absence of pragmatic public policy; constant (physical, mental and affective) work to maintain social ties and make claims on the resources of others such as relatives and patrons (Ferguson 2015); time invested in making ‘friends’ in the city who can help one obtain irregular work; and constant observation and listening in order to find unexploited niches of income generation that exist only in the city. What determines whether the tactics at each level of activity can be used by individuals for survival or accumulation depends in part on how public authorities classify them as legal versus illegal, and how these public authorities act (with what level of violence) in response to different kinds of ‘illegality’ (Banks et. al. 2020).

Current theory on cities and globalization emphasizes that it is difficult to understand cities in the Global South from the perspective of dominant Northern urban theory, and that precisely this makes cities in the South sources of alternate urban visions or ‘key sites for theory making’ (Ernstson et. al. 2014). The African city does not merely foreshadow an emergent way of life on the African continent. As the target of stringent economic restructuring in a neoliberal global order, it carries important implications for the future dynamics of cities around the globe (Myers 2011; Davis 2006). In part, the challenges faced by urban African residents are due to the direct legacies of colonialization as a total social project. These legacies impact how power is accessed and channeled on the continent. Colonial imports such as the urban ideal as planned, standardized and aesthetically appealing still influence urban planning in Sub-Saharan Africa (Freund 2007). Such ideals exclude vast areas of informal housing in city centres and on their peripheries. These are routinely pronounced in public discourse to be chaotic, dirty, unsightly and detracting from the image of a ‘world class city’ that could bolster political legitimacy and attract foreign investment (Transberg Hansen 2004; Potts 2007:17).

**Ethnography as urban research method**

All the contributors of this volume lean – in varying degrees and ways – towards an ethnographic approach. Ethnography is dual in nature: the term refers both to method and a written text. Also the positions of the writers in the field have a huge influence on the approach.
Methodically, the authors have carried out in-depth interviews, (participant) observation, and some have employed visual methods. They possess a deep familiarity and understanding of the urban contexts and locations under study. Their positions vary from those of a well-informed outsider (Lappi, Lanzano, Myllylå, Stark) to virtual insiders (Bagayoko, Segen, Wamala-Larsson, Udelsmann Rodrigues). Many of them have worked in the same field for years, or have live(d) the country of their study.

Ethnography in this sense also implies more than just a form of data collection. It involves a deep commitment to the field, and a particular way of seeing how people experience their daily lives and represent their everyday experiences to themselves. The writers take a critical stance that examines these representations within their historical, political, socio-economic, cultural and spatial contexts. Ethnography as a method uses empathy to focus on the motives, values, beliefs, and attitudes of the people studied in order to learn not just what people do but why they do it. Ethnography can thus reach to areas of life that remain uncharted, out of reach, and sometimes also misunderstood in quantitative understandings of the city. Large-scale surveys are still the method favoured by development researchers and economists for studying urban poverty, but they cannot – nor are they meant to – capture the motivations and strategies in the lives of urban residents. Ethnography is more adept at this, although surveys and ethnography are not mutually exclusive methodologies.

As a textual exercise, ethnography tends toward holism. By tracing the causal connections between multiple dimensions of poverty and inequality, ethnography achieves a broader perspective. Through ethnography, we ideally enter into a dialogue with those social worlds and individual persons we study. In the chapters of this volume, we pay attention to their understandings and explanations of the cause-and-effect relations of poverty and inequality that impact their lives.

Scholars have argued that the poor are often not able to behave in the ways that city planners expect them to, and that urban planning in so-called developing countries is ill-suited to socio-economic realities (Fox 2013:8; also Hardoy & Satterthwaite 1989; Hansen and Vaa 2004; Jenkins 2013). Due to their mobility and relative invisibility, the urban poor in Sub-Saharan Africa can be elusive objects of research, and defy attempts to measure and study them through large-scale surveys or through methods that take the city as the primary unit of analysis (Jha et. al. 2005). Urban planners, policymakers and decision-makers require a fuller understanding of how people struggle and strategize within urban agglomerations, and how urban informality operates and functions.
Ethnographic fieldwork, and the ways it has been reflected in the texts of our authors brings to light hidden aspects of micro-power. This, in turn, reveals new links between macro- and micro-levels of analysis. Ethnography recognises tensions and conflicts as well as the opportunities for social mediation that the informal sector holds. By going beyond familiar concepts and assumptions grounded in Western forms of knowledge, our book situates itself within broader critical discussions on Southern urbanism.

**Beyond ‘rights to the city’**

For many decades, the single most important determinant of urban poverty in Sub-Saharan Africa has been lack of formal employment. High unemployment has been accompanied by falling wages: between the early 1970s and the early 1990s real wages fell by over 90 per cent in much of the continent (Meagher, Mann & Bolt 2016:474; also Ferguson, 1999; ILO, 2002; Jamal & Weeks, 1993; Mkandawire & Soludo, 1999; Vandemoortele, 1991). As a result of decreased formal employment opportunities, the urban informal sector expanded rapidly (Rakodi 1997; Hansen & Vaa 2004: 12; UN-Habitat 2010). This has meant that whole sections of the population now have incomes that are ‘unbelievably precarious and insecure’, requiring ‘a continual process of flexible improvisation’ in order to survive (Ferguson 2015:92).

The lives of these precarious workers in cities of sub-Saharan Africa still receive relatively little attention despite their vital role in maintaining urban economies. In many cities of the Global South, the cheap labour and goods provided by micro-traders are vital for the continued functioning of the neoliberal city (de Oliviera 1985; Roever & Skinner 2016). Throughout Sub-Saharan Africa, urban residents depend on day labourers and irregular workers to obtain goods and services not distributed through formal channels, and to keep down the costs of living in the city. Micro-traders generate demand for services provided by other informal workers, and help the poor by providing goods and services at more affordable prices closer to home. Informal producers and vendors are particularly vital for the food security of the poor, as the majority of food insecure households in Sub-Saharan Africa obtain their food from informal food outlets (Roever & Skinner 2016).

To earn livelihoods, the poor must have access to high-traffic city areas where monetary flows are busiest. There is an increasing push within many cities to recognize that residents have a socially legitimized right to access urban public spaces due to their key role in livelihood generation (Cole 2015). Yet governments aiming to curb growth in the informal sector have restricted the rights of the poor to create beneficial social networks within city spaces (Roever & Skinner 2016; Goodfellow 2010). Sub-Saharan African cities are
increasingly being reconstituted to conform to the visions and interests of a small circle of political and economic elites. The main motives of city governance revolve around urban competitiveness to lure and hold on to global investors (Turok, 2004; Harvey 2006, 2012; Lyons & Brown 2009). This renders the poor superfluous to the formal economy and motivates their restriction from it (Huchzermeyer, 2013; Roever & Skinner 2016).

Rights to city spaces and services are not enough. The poorest residents — whose labor makes cities and towns functional and affordable while benefitting intermediaries and powerful business interests — should have the right to demand that planners and decision-makers understand how their lives and needs are intertwined with the city. This includes the right to retain elements of the city that may not conform to international standards or market pressures but that provide low-cost housing, easy-entry work, affordable communication, affordable schooling and health care, and affordable expedited documentation and legal assistance (see Danso-Wiredu & Poku this volume; Wamala-Larsson, this volume). These rights should also include the right to communicate ‘up’ to local decision-making and national policy-making levels. Mechanisms for channeling unsolicited information about the needs and experiences of the poor are often missing from governance structures. Similarly, devolution of authority to lower levels of governance – which could provide a vital link in this ‘bottom-up’ flow of information – is severely impeded by insufficient funding to local governments (Kessey & McCourt 2010; Fox 2014; Yeboah-Assiamah 2014). In order for governments to encourage, process and incorporate feedback from all income groups into decision-making, platforms could be created through smartphones, for example. But this means that governments and planners must be committed to taking into consideration feedback from lower-income groups and to being accountable to poor urban residents (Green & Hulme 2005).

All of the chapters in this volume point to how persons struggling in informal livelihoods do not passively adapt to urban spaces and dynamics, but actively reshape how these spaces are understood and experienced by residents through their everyday activities. Taken together, these chapters highlight the need for urban residents to have the right to transform the city in ways that meet their basic needs.

The complex dynamics of urban informality: the view from the ground
Despite a globally peripheral position, many of Africa’s cities play important roles as nodes in local and regional contexts, disseminating information, providing services and facilitating economic transactions. Ruling parties and city governments, allied with foreign capital, seek
to capitalize on this and attract global investment through the image of a ‘world-class city’ (Potts 2007:17). This has meant that diverse agendas overlap in urban policy arenas of African cities (Pieterse 2008). In Cristina Udelsmann Rodrigues’ analysis of the rise and fall of Luanda’s real estate boom, residents from all income levels sought to capitalize on high urban land values. In other chapters, the ways in which lower-income residents understood the aims of urban life stand in sharp contrast to urban visions favored by governments or the international firms of architects hired to create master plans for them (Wragg & Lim 2013). The effects of government-led urban renewal on residents in one city – Addis Ababa – are addressed in Chapter Eight (Susanna Myllylä) and Chapter Nine (Segen Yainshet Tesfamariam, Laura Stark and Elias Yitbarek Alemayehu). Despite the fact that the Addis Ababa youth discussed in these chapters are from different income groups and live under different material conditions, both chapters report that the needs of the youth have tended to be overlooked in a city where over 70 per cent of residents are under the age of 30 (UNDP 2018: 45).

Creation and destruction of the lived city
Massive construction projects in housing, commercial buildings and infrastructure have made Addis Ababa’s urban renewal one of the largest-scale social experiments in Sub-Saharan Africa (Alemayehu et. al. 2018:1). Prior to this renewal, the dwellings of the majority of low-income residents were low-rent, government-owned and informally planned kebele housing. Kebeles have been systematically demolished and their residents moved to government-built concrete apartment blocks known as condominiums, which are built mostly on the outskirts of the city. Condominium apartments are awarded by government lottery, but residents must make a downpayment as well as monthly loan repayments for new condominiums which are often beyond what the poor can afford. Moreover, sub-renters within kebeles are restricted from entering the lottery in the first place. Most sub-renters belong to lowest income group in the city. Susanna Myllylä examines the plight of those caught in a situation where they cannot afford to move to new kebeles, and thus have no choice but to remain in a settlement that is being demolished around them.

The chapter by Tesfamariam and colleagues provides a different snapshot of Addis Ababa. It examines how development of green open spaces through city-community co-production succeeded in achieving some but not all of its aims, and only for the benefit of some residents. Neighbourhood resident-owners used new construction and tree-planting within the spaces between their housing blocks to retain legal right to the land for their housing
cooperative, and to raise the real-estate value of their homes. The alternative would have been for the city to appropriate the spaces as unclaimed land and auction them to private developers. The process of ‘improving’ the open spaces was far from smooth, however, and failed in the sense that it neglected to sufficiently address the needs to renters, children and youth. In their chapter, the authors analyze the reasons behind these flaws in the co-production process. The chapters by both Tesfamariam et. al.’s and Myllylä show that there existed nominal devolution of authority to local levels of governance, but in reality local-level officials were left with few resources or skills to help the most vulnerable residents or to ensure that all residents could express their views regarding the transformations to their Neighbourhoods.

Intricate circuits of goods and people

Most research on informal vending and micro-trading in urban Sub-Saharan Africa has focused on street or market vendors selling in fixed, public locations. The bulk of the research literature to date has focused on issues of governance, street traders’ associations, and forced relocations of street traders (e.g. Skinner 2008). A far broader range of informal actors, however, are involved in the day to day manufacturing and transport of goods, services and people throughout the city. Many micro-traders do not sell in streets per se but in other spaces where different logics apply (Lappi & Stark 2013), or sell by staying physically mobile to ‘find the market’ in diverse locations each day (Malefakis 2015). Also illegal forms of trade, though much less visible than street or market trading, channel goods to those who might not be able to afford them from formal shops. Caroline Wamala-Larsson examines the daily work of young men who work as motorcycle taxi drivers in Kampala, Uganda. Esther Danso-Wiredu and Adjoa Afriyie Poku focus on both male youth who scavenge, sell, and buy recyclable scrap and young female porters in Accra, Ghana whose work keeps them moving through the city streets. Tiina-Riitta Lappi’s and Laura Stark’s contributions focus from different perspectives on the same low-income, informal settlement in Dar es Salaam, Tanzania. Lappi examines Neighbourhood vending as a ‘hidden’ and often overlooked form of informal trade, whereas Stark focuses on the cycle of theft and resale of mobile phones.

The authors of these chapters point out that urban informality, despite evident drawbacks, can nonetheless make life more livable for the poor and enable them to obtain basic necessities. This is due to the particular characteristics of poverty. The poor need to buy staples in smaller quantities, they need affordable housing which means that dwellings will not meet urban planners’ size or quality standards, and they need to lease transport vehicles and earn money from driving them before they can own them (Rao 2002; Kironde 2006; Haregewoin 2007: 4;
Lappi, this volume; Wamala-Larsson, this volume). In Danso-Wiredu’s and Poku’s chapter, residents in Accra were less concerned than urban administrators and policymakers about the poor conditions of their living environment because their reasons for being in the community were first and foremost to find income. As precarious and dangerous as informal livelihoods are, they provide relatively easy entrance for young persons with little education and few skills. In Accra, portering and dealing in scrap are labourious occupations, and new migrants to the city entering these occupations face eviction threats, physical dangers, and deprivation. Yet the unskilled male and female youth discussed by Danso-Wiredu and Poku can be seen as having created new income-earning niches for themselves. Young men have squeezed value out of recycling waste by scavenging for metals, and young women have made an existing job more efficient by carrying loads on headpans rather than on the handcarts used by male porters.

Lappi’s chapter discusses the ‘internal economy of the slum’ formed by female micro-vendors in a low-income neighbourhood of Dar es Salaam. Women’s businesses in this internal economy do not bring in any real profit in most cases, but are used to maintain a minimum fund of money for unexpected expenses among those suffering from extreme poverty. At the same time, neighbourhood vending makes the neighbourhood more ‘livable’ for all residents: a busy resident needing milk, eggs, or tea can quickly buy small quantities of these from neighbours rather than walking to an open-air marketplace 20 minutes away, and children can go (or be sent by mothers) to neighbours to buy breakfast snacks or chapattis for the family supper if parents are busy. Wamala-Larsson’s chapter on motorcycle taxi drivers in Kampala discusses how these drivers are denigrated in public discourse at the same time that they serve a vital function in a traffic-congested city. At times, these motorcycle taxi-drivers are used by the authorities themselves to gather intelligence for police or participate in political rallies. At the same time, they suffer from the inadequate transportation infrastructure that the formal city authorities are unable to improve. It appears to serve the purposes of city authorities to keep informal services such as motorcycle taxis outside the formal sector and thus without full legal protection or recourse, even if this means that the motorcycle taxi sector remains largely beyond authorities’ full control. Literature on informality tends to focus on the power exerted by city or state authorities over low-income residents. Less attention is paid to exploitation and predation within low-income communities. Laura Stark examines what happens when low-income residents in Dar es Salaam are compelled to buy phones that are low-priced because they have been stolen from other city residents. Mobile phones have become a vital tool in the lives of most Africans, and particularly the poor need them to call relatives for help in crises. Yet unlike the wealthier and middle classes, the poor often cannot afford price of new phones.
in shops. The theft and resale of mobile phones within the neighbourhood studied by Stark creates a cycle of violence and retaliation that is dangerous for all.

**Beneficiaries, the disadvantaged, and value extraction**

Consequences ‘on the ground’ of commodity extractions and booms in Sub-Saharan Africa, as well as the mechanisms that link labourers and consumers to global capitalist processes are addressed in Cristina Udelsmann Rodrigues’ chapter on the real estate boom in Luanda, Sidylamine Bagayoko’s chapter on informal gold miners in Mali, and Cristiano Lanzano’s study of goldmining in Burkina Faso. Udelsmann Rodrigues’ chapter examines how residents of Angola’s capital, Luanda, were affected by Angola’s oil crisis stemming from global economic fluctuations. All of Luanda’s land is formally state-owned, but during the oil-fueled boom (2002–2014), a lively informal real-estate market was enabled through a range of formal and informal/customary transactions that operated in both planned and unplanned residential areas. If residents could lay claim to a land title, they could either sell the land or demand compensation when it was demolished to make way for new buildings. Those active in buying, selling and speculating on real estate came from all socio-economic levels. Udelsmann Rodrigues’ chapter shows how global economic and commodity booms and downturns – and concomitant flows of investment capital – affected urban residents through rising real estate and housing values in one African city, and how residents strategized to maximize their own interests.

The chapters by Lanzano and Bagayoko show how forms of governance and negotiation can vary across goldmining sites located in neighbouring countries. In Lanzano’s fieldsite in Burkina Faso, the pseudonymous goldmining company GoldMin was a private domestic company that did not actually extract the ore themselves but instead provided a loose organizational umbrella for informal labourers. In return for securing needed alliances with local customary landowners and providing organization and security at the site where gold was mined and sold, the self-organized miners were expected to sell their gold only to GoldMin. GoldMin thus made its profit from its monopolized control over the purchase of already extracted ore. Bagayoko’s chapter, by contrast, depicts the lives of informal artisanal miners in Mali. These Malian miners were not allowed on the site operated by a foreign gold mining company and therefore dug for gold outside its perimeter. The Burkinabe mining company in Lanzano’s chapter absorbed self-organized informal miners into its structure of operations, whereas the South African mining company in Bagayoko’s chapter strictly excluded them. These very different organizational setups account for the authors’ different emphases when
discussing the actual beneficiaries of informal gold mining. Although the gold extraction industry in Mali brings some benefit to Malians, it also produces adverse effects: abandonment of agriculture in rural areas, degradation of the environment, health dangers, and lack of basic services endured by artisanal miners and their children who are trapped in poverty and cannot afford to leave. These effects are also poised to contribute in the next generation to food insecurity, human suffering, and lack of employment (Bagayoko, this volume). Both authors note, however, that the competitive economy of artisanal gold mining could not exist without ‘losers’: the vulnerable labourers who bear the physical risks, have very little starting capital, and whose irregular earnings are diminished through rents and fees over which they have little control. In both sites studied, companies and/or gold buyers prospered from labourers’ self-organization and technical experience that ensured a steady supply of gold.

**Distinctive modes of self-organization**

Informal economies do not lack organization. Across Sub-Saharan Africa, actors in diverse sectors have a high degree of self-governance, demonstrating the ‘distinctive regulatory capacities operating within informal economic networks, associations, and communities’ (Meagher & Lindell 2013:61; also Schoofs 2015; Lanzano this volume; Wamala-Larsson, this volume). Informal economies can be understood as alternative modes of governance to the state (MacGaffey 1991: 9; Meagher 2005:217; Schoofs 2015:7), those that interface with formal production and distribution. Cristiano Lanzano’s chapter examines the mechanisms that connect these levels of activity in Burkina Faso, focusing on the gray areas between national law and actual practice at the local level. In both Lanzano’s and Bagayoko’s chapters, the appearance of artisanal miners in a particular locality has attracted not only gold buyers but also other informal workers to the site. These include vendors offering goods and services, motorcycle taxi drivers, carpenters, welders, and cooks. The pull exerted by gold mining has very quickly created centres of urban commerce in previously agrarian settings. When urban forms suddenly emerge in rural spaces and societies, the result is hybrid patterns of governance ‘on the ground’ in which a wide range of actors, both human and material, are instrumental in assigning spaces to functions, sorting out rules for safety and stability, engaging in mediation, negotiating terms, fees and rental payments, and performing rituals to reassure local inhabitants (Lanzano, this volume). Dense and multi-tiered networks of gift-giving and loans arise, creating an extensive system of ‘indebtedness and informal economic arrangements that facilitated the circulation of financial resources throughout the entire value chain’ (Lanzano, this volume, p. XX). In Lanzano’s analysis, actors were self-organized into chains of
interaction that encompassed mining companies, quasi-legal permits and authorizations, experienced miners and less-skilled labourers, local politicians, village spokespersons, customary chiefs, and spontaneous local committees. These actors facilitated the extraction, purchasing and transportation of the smelted ore that joined formal gold production and the world’s gold supply. Lanzano points out that the legal concessions and authorizations that gold companies procured from the national Ministry of Mines in the distant capital city of Ouagadougou did nothing to regularize gold mining activities or impose standards, but were instead used to negotiate with local authorities, stake claims, and maneuver past rival companies.

The chapters in this volume thus highlight crucial hidden processes characteristic of informal economies. As people self-arrange within the informal economy in order to subsist or maximize resources, they reshape how urban spaces are perceived, read and used by urban residents in ways that were not foreseen by any urban planner (de Certeau 1984; Simone 2004; Danso-Wiredu & Poku, this volume; Lappi, this volume, Wamala-Larsson, this volume). These practices should not be seen as the simple mobilization – by informal groups or institutions – of tactics that ‘work’. Instead, they are shaped by relations of power at many levels (Cleaver et al. 2013, 67-68; Meagher & Lindell 2013). One example of this is the fact that customary authority continues to re-invent itself and exert power in new forms in Sub-Saharan Africa (Van Rouveroy van Nieuwaal & van Dijk 1999; Oomen 2005). In the chapter by Danso-Wiredu and Poku we see informal urban ethnic ‘chiefs’ transplanted into the crowded urban setting of Old Fadama, and Bagayoko’s and Lanzano’s chapters both note the continued relevance of customary authorities in negotiations over land use, fees, and rituals to be performed when extracting gold. Informal and customary land titles can be useful as a basis for making compensation claims in contexts of urban renewal and rapidly fluctuating economic conditions as in the case of Luanda (Udelsmann Rodrigues, this volume). However, such claims are not always sufficient to guarantee rights in compensation and relocation processes, as has occurred in the case of some residents of state-owned informally built housing (kebeles) that have been demolished to make way for urban renewal in Addis Ababa, (Myllylä, this volume). From the perspective of residents actively shaping the city, the practices that embody the authority of urban officials have sometimes walked a thin line between predation/corruption and arbitrarily applied law enforcement (Stark, this volume; Wamala-Larsson, this volume). It has been particularly in the gap between publicly proclaimed policy and what actually occurs in daily life that urban residents report experiencing hardship and resentment.
Notes

1 The Structural Adjustment Programs aimed at neoliberal economic restructuring were implemented in Africa and Latin America by the International Monetary Fund starting in the 1980s, resulting in the rapid expansion of the urban informal sector and decreased formal employment opportunities (Rakodi 1997; Hansen & Vaa 2004; UN-Habitat 2010).
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